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ABSTRACT The electrical activity of pancreatic,-cells, which has been closely correlated both with intracellular Ca2"
concentration and insulin release, is characterized by a biphasic response to glucose and bursts of spiking action
potentials. Recent voltage clamp and single channel patch clamp experiments have identified several transmembrane
ionic channels that may play key roles in the electrophysiological behavior of #-cells. There is a hypothesis that
Ca2"-activated K+ channels are responsible for both the resting potential during low glucose concentration and the
silent phase during bursting. The discovery of the ATP-inactivated K+ channel raises the possibility that the current for
this latter K+ channel may dominate the resting potential, while the Ca2"-activated K+ current dominates the silent
phase potential between bursts. The recent discovery that Ca2"-activated K+ channels are pH sensitive raises an
interesting possibility for the biphasic electrical response. In this paper, numerical methods are presented for evaluating
these hypotheses against experimental evidence.
INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic ,8-cells in the islets of Langerhans exhibit a
characteristic electrical activity on their plasma mem-
branes that is greatly influenced by glucose concentration
in the perfusion medium. The electrical activity typically
has several characteristics. During low glucose concentra-
tion, the membrane potential is at the resting potential
of - -70 mV. If an intermediate glucose concentration is
then introduced, the ,B-cells exhibit what is referred to as a
biphasic response. In the first phase (i.e., transient phase)
of this response, the potential climbs to a plateau potential
at - - 36 mV and remains there for 2-3 min (in this paper,
an increase in potential denotes a change in the positive
direction). Superimposed on this plateau potential are
rapid action potential spikes. The plateau potential ends
with a repolarization to - - 45 mV. The plasma membrane
remains there for -30 s-I min before it rises again to the
plateau potential. The plateau potential with superimposed
spikes is commonly referred to as a "burst." The spikes of a
burst oscillate between -36 mV and - 20 mV. When the
plasma membrane repolarizes to below -45 mV after a
burst, it is said to enter the "silent phase." When spiking is
occurring (e.g., in a burst), the cell is said to be in the
"active phase" (4, 7, 29). In the next several minutes after
the transient phase, short repetitive bursts occur and
gradually stabilize to a "limit cycle" (usually described by
electrophysiologists as the "steady-state"), in which bursts
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separated by silent phases (with the minimum potential
between -50 mV and -55 mV) occur at a regular
interval. Here, all bursts will have the same duration and
frequency. This second phase will continue for as long as
glucose remains at the elevated level (4, 7, 29).
The duration of bursts in the limit cycle is a function of
glucose concentration. Thus, the percent of total time
occupied by the active phase (percent relative active
duration, or %RAD) is related to glucose concentration
in a sigmoidal fashion. At high glucose concentra-
tions, bursting is replaced by continuous spiking
(%RAD = 100%) (4, 29, 30). Moreover, the spike fre-
quency (spikes per second) is also related to glucose
concentration roughly in a sigmoidal fashion (36).
Current experimental evidence strongly favors the view
that this electrical activity is closely correlated with the
regulation of insulin secretion (1, 6, 29, 30, 33, 36, 38). It is
generally believed that insulin exocytosis from,-cells is
potentiated by a transient increase in free intracellular
calcium cations (for a review, see reference 37). Rorsman
et al. (34) have shown that when a high glucose concentra-
tion is introduced, intracellular free Ca2+ concentration
([Ca2`]j) rises. However, in the presence of D-600, a
blocker of voltage-sensitive calcium channels, [Ca2+]
drops for - 1-3 min, indicating that intracellular sequestra-
tion of Ca2+ may be occurring and that this sequestration is
masked by an influx of extracellular Ca2+ through voltage-
sensitive channels in the plasma membrane. These views
are supported by work done by Herchuelz and Malaisse
(24). They report that, in response to glucose stimulation.
45Ca2` efflux drops for 3-4 min and then increases dramat-
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ically. The secondary rise in efflux of 45Ca2" occurs only in
the presence of extracellular Ca2+. Thus, Herchuelz and
Malaisse contend that the secondary rise in efflux reflects
an increase in [Ca2+]i from influx of extracellular Ca2+.
The findings of Rorsman et al. and Herchuelz and Mal-
aisse strongly support the notion that Ca2+ is sequestered
intracellularly during the transient phase, because the drop
in [Ca2+]i is accompanied by a drop, not a rise, in Ca2+
efflux (24, 34). As will be seen, intracellular calcium plays
a major role in the electrophysiological activity of pan-
creatic fl-cells.
In the early 1980's, it was widely believed that three
transmembrane ionic channels play key roles in fl-cell
electrical activity. These were (a) a voltage-gated Ca2"
channel (23, 37), (b) a voltage-gated K+ channel (5, 21,
22), and (c) a Ca2+-activated K+ channel (2, 3). However,
recent patch clamp work (15, 17, 18), indicating that the
voltage-gated K+ channel is sensitive to [Ca2+]i, has cast
doubt on the existence of a separate Ca2+-activated K+
channel (for a brief review of Ca2+-activated K+ channels
in various organisms, see Petersen and Maruyana [32]).
During patch clamp experiments, Cook et al. [15] reported
a pH dependence for the Ca2+-activated voltage-gated K+
channel in neonatal rat pancreatic f-cells. Meanwhile,
other patch clamp work has established the presence of an
ATP-inhibited K+ channel (1, 14).
Based on experimental evidence, Atwater et al. (3, 4)
proposed that a Ca2+-activated K+ channel was responsi-
ble for both the resting potential and the silent phase
during bursting. They suggested that the sensitivity of
initial electrical activity to a threshold glucose concentra-
tion was attributable to this current. They also suggested
that glucose enhances sequestration efflux of intracellular
Ca2+ (Ca;) by activating various energy requiring pro-
cesses, such as mitochondrial sequestration and the Ca2+-
ATPase pump activity in the plasma membrane. Thus,
according to their hypothesis, the glucose dependence of
the electrical activity owes its origin to the rate of efflux
and intracellular sequestration of Cai. The hypothesis of
Atwater et al. (3, 4) has been mathematically modelled by
Chay and Keizer (1 1). Numerical simulations of the model
are in good agreement with experimental measurements of
the voltage oscillations and predict, as well, oscillations in
the intracellular Ca2+ concentration (1 1) and in the inter-
cellular K+ concentration (12).
Recently, a barrier kinetic model containing the ATP-
inactivated K+ channel has been simulated by Chay (9). In
the model by Chay (9), it was assumed that the ATP-
inactivated K+ channel was responsible for the resting
potential and that the glucose dependence of the burst
activity could be traced to an inhibition of the ATP-
inactivated K+ channel activity by glucose. The sequestra-
tion of Ca; was attributed to the Ca2+-ATPase pump
activity, and the efflux rate of Cai was taken to be
independent of the glucose concentration due to saturating
ATP concentrations in the bursting domain. Numerical
simulations of the membrane electrical activity gave essen-
tially the same oscillatory pattern as that of Chay and
Keizer (1 1).
In the simulations presented here, a set of potentially
useful numerical techniques will be presented to test the
efficacy of prevalent mathematical models against experi-
mental evidence. The strengths and shortcomings of our
model, with and without the ATP-inhibited K+ channel,
will be examined using these numerical methods. The
hypothesis proposed by Atwater et al. (4) will be compared
to that by Chay (9) by obtaining experimentally measur-
able parameters, such as the glucose dose-response of K+
flux. Additionally, the pH dependence of the Ca2+-
activated K+ channel will be simulated in the absence of
the ATP-inactivated K+ channel. The relevance of these
results to the recently discovered Cat-sensitive voltage-
gated K+ channel will be discussed along with gaps in our
understanding of the background leak currents.
THE SIMULATION MODEL
For our simulations, we use a circuit model equivalent to
that of Chay and Keizer (11), but we add an additional
current to account for the ATP-inactivated K+ channel.
Unlike the model of Chay and Keizer (1 1, 12), however,
we do not make the assumption that the reversal potential,
Vca, of Ca2` ions is constant. We let the Ca2` reversal
potential take the Nernst form (given in Eq. Al 2 in
Appendix A), such that it is a function of the intracellular
calcium concentration. One consequence of this is that the
amplitude of periodic [Ca2+]i fluctuations is smaller and in
better agreement with experimental findings. As a side
effect of making Vc. variable, deterministic chaos becomes
possible. Deterministic chaos, in this case, is a situation in
which the oscillatory solutions to the differential equations
become unstable, so that the burst duration and frequency
cannot be uniquely defined. The actual duration and
frequency of bursts becomes dependent on initial boundary
conditions used in the simulations (e.g., initial voltage,
initial [Ca2+]i) in an unpredictable manner (8, 13).
Another difference between our present model and the
former one by Chay and Keizer (1 1, 12) is that we let Q in
Eq. AS equal 3 instead of 4 (see Appendix B) and we make
v smaller. That this change does not lead to any appre-
ciable changes in the resting simulations demonstrates that
this parameter is by no means of crucial importance, and it
may be properly adjusted as detailed experimental data on
K,v becomes available.
Four ionic currents are represented in the model used
here. These are the K+ current, which consists of a
calcium-dependent component (I.), and a voltage-gated
component (IK,v), the ATP-inactivated K+ current (IK,ATP)
the voltage-gated Ca2+ current (Ic,Iv) and the ionic leak
current (I,).
The current model contains three ordinary differential
equations: (a) the membrane potential (Eq. A 1I in Appen-
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dix A), which is expressed as a sum of ionic currents
carried by outward-going K+ ions, inward-going Ca2+ ions,
and the leak current; (b) the intracellular Ca2+ concentra-
tion (Eq. Al in Appendix A); and (c) the probability, n, of
opening the voltage-dependent Hodgkin-Huxley gate in
the voltage-gated K+ channel (Eq. A6 in Appendix A). All
the equations are given in Appendix A.
METHODS
Simulations were run via a FORTRAN program on a DEC 1022
computer. The three differential equations were solved numerically using
a GEAR algorithm (25). The magnitude of the absolute and relative error
tolerances required for integration was set at 10-'.
The results of each dynamic simulation were stored in a FORTRAN
data file for later analysis. Another FORTRAN program read off time,
membrane potential, [Ca2"]j, and the currents, and then calculated mean
[Ca2" Ij, the mean ionic fluxes, burst frequency, spike frequency, absolute
active duration (AAD), and %RAD. Each of these were defined as
follows:
(a) Mean Ca2" concentration was the average calcium concentration
over one complete cycle from the beginning of one burst to the beginning
of the next:
[Ca2 = [Ca2+]idt,
where [Ca2+]i, is the mean intracellular Ca2` concentration, T is the
period (seconds) from the beginning of one burst to the beginning of the
next, and [Ca2,]i is the intracellular Ca2+ concentration at time t. During
continuous spiking, mean intracellular calcium concentration was taken
as the integral of intracellular calcium concentration over a 1-min interval
after stabilization of the simulation. When deterministic chaos occurred,
[Ca2+]i,, was calculated for five or more separate burst periods (cycles).
These were then averaged together.
(b) Mean ionic flux gave the mean flux of ion i over one complete
cycle:
Ji,av = fJdt,
where J,av is the mean ionic flux of ion i, J; is the ionic flux at time t of ion
i, and i can be either Ca2+ (net, influx, or efflux) or K+ (voltage-gated,
calcium-activated, or ATP-inactivated). Again, mean ionic flux during
continuous spiking was determined for a 1-min interval after stabilization
of the simulation. When deterministic chaos occurred, Jj,, was calculated
for five or more separate burst periods (cycles). These were then averaged
together.
(c) Burst frequency was defined as the number of bursts per minute. It
was calculated as one burst divided by the time of one burst cycle, r:
Burst frequency = -.
When deterministic chaos occurred, burst frequency was calculated for
five or more separate burst periods (cycles). These were then averaged
together.
(d) Spike frequency was defined as the number of spikes occurring over
one burst cycle divided by the time, r, in that cycle:
No. of spikesSpike frequency =
During continuous spiking, as above, we let r be 1 min. When determinis-
tic chaos occurred, spike frequency was calculated for five or more
separate burst periods (cycles). These were then averaged together.
(e) AAD was defined as the burst duration (time from the beginning of
a burst to the end of the burst). For non-chaotic activity, every burst in the
simulation had the same duration. During deterministic chaos, burst
duration tended to be variable. Thus, the equation used to calculate AAD
(below) became a mean. When chaos occurred, we ran the simulation as
long as practical (2-3 min) to obtain as accurate a value as possible for
AAD, but accuracy was nevertheless sacrificed due to the unpredictable
nature of deterministic chaos:
AAD =
Total active time
No. of bursts
During continuous spiking, AAD, by definition, tended toward infinity.
(f) %RAD provided a measure of the fraction of total time that was
occupied by the active phase (i.e., spiking). Thus, continous spiking gave a
value of 100% for %RAD. It was calculated as the duration of a burst
divided by the cycle length, r. During chaos, it was necessary to include
several cycles to arrive at a more accurate value. Thus,
%RAD = Total active time
Total time
where "total time" is a time interval calculated as the sum of several burst
cycle lengths and "total active time" is the sum of the durations of the
bursts occurring in that time interval.
The program detected the onset of a burst when membrane voltage was
greater (more positive) than -40 mV and dV/dt was positive. Likewise,
the end of a burst was detected when voltage was less (more negative)
than -40 mV and dV/dt was negative. Integrals were calculated using
the trapezoidal rule and a time increment of 20 ms.
RESULTS
Case I: Effect of Glucose
on Calcium Sequestration
To simulate the hypothesis proposed by Atwater et al.
(3, 4), gK.ATp was set equal to zero, so that there was no
ATP-inactivated K+ current. Simulations were run for
different values of kc. ranging from 0.0005 to 0.1 ms'- to
find the upper and lower limits within which spiking
occurred. The lowest value of kc. for which spiking was
found to occur was 0.010. Continuous spiking (not inter-
rupted by bursting activity) was found to occur for kca >-
0.0435. Simulations were analyzed for various values of kc.
ranging from 0.0005 to 0.045.
Fig. 1 shows dynamic plots of voltage and [Ca2+]; versus
time for four different values of kc. kc. is printed on the
upper-right-hand corner of each plot and is expressed in
reciprocal milliseconds (ms-'). The solid line represents
membrane potential in millivolts (mV), and the dashed line
represents [Ca2+]i in micromolar (,uM). The burst duration
increases as kc. increases. The last plot shows bursts of
variable (chaotic), long duration which occur just before
kc. is raised high enough to permit continuous spiking.
One notable characteristic of these plots is that maxi-
mum and minimum [Ca2+]i remain fixed for all values of
kc,. The rate constant kc. determines how rapidly [Ca2]i
returns to its minimum value after a burst has occurred.
For high values of kca, the silent phase between bursts is
brief, because [Ca2+]i rapidly falls to levels for which the
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Ca2'-activated K+ channel is almost completely inacti-
vated.
It is assumed that kc. increases as glucose concentration
increases. We assume that the glucose dependence of kca
follows the Hill equation (16). By solving for glucose
concentration and taking the logarithm of the quantity
kC/(k* -kkca), where k* is the efflux rate constant at
which glucose no longer influences the rate, we avoid
having to make any speculative assumptions about the
cooperativity (the Hill coefficient) or the binding constant
for glucose dissociation from the Ca; sequestrating receptor
molecules. Thus, increasing log glucose concentration is
proportional to log [kca/(k* - kca)]. For our purposes, we
let k* = 0.045 ms-', since this value is in the interval for
which continuous spiking occurs. Bear in mind that k*Ca
does not appear in the equations of our model and therefore
is not a critical parameter.
Fig. 2 depicts four dose-response curves, predicted by
Case I, for the p3-cell over the kca interval tested. Four plots
are shown with respect to log [kca/(k* -kca)I These are
%RAD, AAD, spike frequency, and burst frequency. The
%RAD gives a roughly sigmoidal curve, although for low
x-axis values the curve becomes concave-down. Continuous
spiking is designated where %RAD equals 100%. The
AAD increases sharply at the onset of electrical activity,
increases more slowly during most of the bursting interval,
and rapidly approaches infinity near the onset of continu-
ous spiking. The number of spikes per second increases
sharply from 0.0 to -2.4, and forms a concave-down curve
during bursting. At the onset of continuous spiking, it
decreases somewhat and then levels off near 2.0 spikes/s.
Burst frequency forms a concave-down curve and reaches a
maximum of about four bursts per minute. In all four plots,
small regions of unpredictable fluctuations near the onset
of continuous spiking are the result of deterministic chaos.
The mean [Ca2+]i (see Fig. 3) starts at almost 0.5 uM
for kc. = 0.0005 and steadily drops to 0.32 ,uM at kc. =
0.008 ms-1. Electrical activity begins at kc. = 0.01 ms-'.
At this point, [Ca2+]i jumps abruptly to 0.38 pAM and
continues to increase very slowly with increasing kca.
Chaos is observed in electrical activity for values of kca just
before continuous spiking occurs. In the interval of kc. for
which chaos occurs, [Ca2+] fluctuates up and down unpre-
dictably. For kca - 0.0436, continuous spiking occurs. At
the beginning of this interval, [Ca2+]i jumps abruptly
from =0.41 ,uM to 0.51 ,uM and levels off at this value for
the rest of the interval. Calcium influx through voltage-
gated Ca2+ channel is almost completely offset by Ca2+
efflux.
The total K+ flux gives a simpler curve (see Fig. 4) with
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respect to increasing glucose (increasing kca). It remains
almost level at 0.95 pmol/s per cm2 from kc. = 0.0005
ms-' to kca = 0.01 ms-1, where electrical activity begins.
During the x-axis interval for which bursting occurs, the
total K+ flux increases substantially in a concave-down
fashion, levelling off at 3.6 pmol/s per cm2. However, an
abrupt increase to -4.3 pmol/s per cm2 then occurs at the
onset of continuous spiking, forming a quasi-sigmoidal tail
for large kc. values.
Case II: Effect of Glucose on the
ATP-inactivated K+ Channel
For these simulations, kc. was set equal to 0.0450, for
which continuous spiking occurred in Case I. Simulations
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were run for values of gK,ATP ranging from 7,500 pS to 0 pS.
It was found that for very large values of gKATp, the resting
potential became hyperpolarized well below the resting
potential of -69 mV to the neighborhood of -85 mV,
reducing the driving force for K+ flux. This hyperpolariza-
tion, we believe, was a consequence of our not including
rectification in the equation for IQ (more in Discussion).
Thus, in the plots presented for this section, we include
results for gKATp < 100 pS, where this problem becomes
negligible. All electrical activity (i.e., bursting and spiking)
occurs for gKATp substantially <50 pS.
It is assumed that gKATp decreases as glucose concentra-
tion increases, and that ATP inhibits the ATP-inactivated
K+ channel noncompetitively. As in Case I, to avoid
assumptions about the exact kinetics of the inhibition, we
assume that the logarithm of glucose concentration is
proportional to log [(g;tATp - gK, ATp)/gK,ATP], where g;tATP
is the total conductance for the ATP-inactivated K+
channel in the absence of glucose. In the plots of this
section, this relationship will be used to relate gKATP to
glucose concentration. We use a value of 7,500 pS for
gK,ATP. It is important to bear in mind that gK,ATp does not
appear in the equations of our model. The choice for this
parameter is not crucial, for it does not affect the results
reported here.
Fig. 5 shows dynamic plots of voltage and [Ca2"]i versus
time for four different values of gK,ATp. gK,ATp is printed on
the upper-right-hand corner of each plot and is expressed
in picoSiemens (pS). The solid line represents membrane
potential (mV) and the dashed line, [Ca2+]i (in ,uM).
Clearly, as the conductance, gKATp, through the ATP-
inactivated K+ channels decreases, the active phase gets
longer and longer compared to the silent phase. In the last
two plots, deterministic chaos is easily noticeable, as the
burst duration is variable.
Unlike simulations for Case I, in these simulations the
maximum and minimum [Ca2+]i are not fixed. As gKATP
decreases, the maximum [Ca2+]i, minimum [Ca2+]i, and
the amplitude of the periodic fluctuation in [Ca2+]i all
increase. As gKATp gets smaller and smaller, more and
more current through the [Ca2+]i-activated K+ channel is
needed to repolarize the membrane enough to terminate a
burst. Hence, [Ca2+]i must climb to a higher maximum
before a burst ends. Conversely, as gK,ATP increases, less
and less intracellular Ca2+ is needed to activate the Ca2,-
activated K+ channel enough to terminate a burst.
Fig. 6 depicts four dose-response curves predicted by
Case II over the gKATp interval tested. The four plots shown
with respect to log [(gK,ATp - gKATp)/gKATP] are %RAD,
AAD, spikes per second, and bursts per minute. All four
curves have the same general shape and characteristics as
their counterparts in Case I (Fig. 2).
The mean [Ca2+]i curve (Fig. 7) differs markedly from
that of Case I. It starts at zero, follows a roughly sigmoidal
curve which is concave-down over the region for which
bursting occurs, and then jumps sharply from 0.430 ,UM at
the onset of continuous spiking and levels off.
Fig. 8 depicts the K+ fluxes over the domain of gKATP
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values tested. The flux for IK,V + IK,Ca gives a curve shaped
much like that of [Ca2+]i. It ranges from 0.772 pmol/s per
cm2 at the onset of bursting to 3.83 pmol/s per cm2 just
before continuous spiking, and then jumps to and levels off
at -4.25 pmol/s per cm2 during continuous spiking. Before
the onset of electrical activity, the ATP-inactivated K+
flux (JKATp) dominates the total K+ flux and gives it a
concave-down tail which begins at 1.775 pmol/s per cm2.
JK,ATP continues along its concave-down trajectory until it
reaches an inflection point shortly after the onset of
electrical activity. From then on, it slowly approaches zero
along a concave-up trajectory. Thus, the total flux, JK,,OTa,
is dominated by the ATP-inactivated current for small
x-axis values and by the Ca2+-sensitive and the voltage-
gated currents for large x-axis values.
Case III: pH Effect
In these simulations, the apparent dissociation constant,
Km,, of Ca2, ions from the Ca2+-activated voltage-gated
K+ channel was varied. kc, was held constant at 0.0450
Ms-, a value for which continuous spiking occurred in the
Case I simulations. gKATp was set equal to zero. It was
assumed that protons competed competitively for the Ca2+
activation site on the Ca2"-activated K+ channel. Thus,
K., could be associated with proton concentration by the
following equation:
Kdis = Kd*is(I + [H+][ K.), (1)
where Kd,; is defined as the actual dissociation constant in
the absence of H+ inhibition, and Ka is the Ki binding
constant for H+. HI is a function of glucose concentration.
As glucose concentration increases, so does HI concentra-
tion. Thus, following reasoning similar to that used in
Cases I and II, we assume that log {[glucose]/Km} is pro-
portional to log [(K. - Kd*i)/Kd*i]. Eq. 1 does not appear
in the equations for our model, nor does K"*. Thus, Kdi, and
Ka are not critical parameters in our model and have no
direct bearing on the results.
Simulations were conducted for values of K&, ranging
from 0.027 AM to 25.00 AM. To use this entire range for
the plots, K"* was given the value of 0.020 ,uM. It is
conceivable that only a very small region of the curves
represented here are physiologically relevant. By choosing
different values of Kd,, and Ka, we can adjust the pH scale
with respect to the x-axis. The choice will depend on the
outcome of investigations into the time course of pH in
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d-cells during glucose stimulation. Again, the choice of
these parameters is not critical to the results presented
here.
Fig. 9 shows plots of voltage and [Ca2+]i with respect to
time using a similar format as Fig. 5. KdU is printed in the
upper-right-hand corner of each plot and is expressed in
micromolar. Once again, we see that the active phase
gradually takes over and the silent phase becomes shorter
and less frequent as Ka, increases (decreasing pH). The
last plot demonstrates deterministic chaos at Kdi, = 1.927
,uM. By Kdi, = 2.00 ,sM, continuous spiking occurs (not
shown).
Fig. 10 illustrates some dose-response curves under
Case III conditions. As before, the plots shown are %RAD,
AAD, spike frequency, and burst frequency, all as a
function of log [(Kdim - K)/K *] in this instance. The
curves all have the same basic shape as the corresponding
curves from Cases I and II.
[Ca2+]i behaves in a manner that on first inspection
closely resembles that of Case II; that is, minimum [Ca2+]j,
maximum [Ca2+]i, and the amplitude of the periodic
fluctuation in [Ca2+]i increase as Kdm. decreases. However,
Fig. 11 tells a somewhat different story. Here, [Ca2+]i is
plotted against log [(Kd,, - K*)/KIK]. The curve is a
smooth sigmoid, in sharp contrast to the equivalent curves
for either of Case I or Case II.
The K+ fluxes are shown in Fig. 12. The total K+ flux,
JYtotal, is also sigmoidal, ranging from -0.9 pmol/s per cm2
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DISCUSSION
The analysis presented here simulates three separate hypo-
thetical effects of glucose on the f-cell. Results for Cases I
and II ideally might be represented on a four-dimensional
plot containing log [kc/(k*a - kc.)] on the x-axis,
log [gK AA g),AT)/gK A,PI on the y-axis, log [Kdi -
KdXS)/Kd*i] on the z-axis, and the dependent variable on a
fourth axis, K+ flux, for instance. Our approach is simpli-
fied in each case by holding all parameters constant except
one. For example, in Case I, KATp and Kdm, are fixed and
kca is varied. Moreover, the parameters kca, gK,ATP, and Kd,
are treated as independent variables since we do not know
their precise mathematical relationship to glucose concen-
tration. In Case I, so long as we choose values of gKATp and
Kdi8 for which spikes will occur, the exact values chosen are
not critical; indeed, the same qualitative results are
obtained whether gKATP is set equal to zero or equal to 5 pS.
Likewise, in Case II, we hold both kc. and Kdi5 constant,
and in Case III we hold kca and gK ATPconstant. Thus, each
case explores the dependence of the model on only a single
parameter, while all other parameters are fixed.
In the following discussion, the independent variable, a
hypothetical function of glucose concentration, will be
referred to as X(G) in all three cases. Also, when we say
"pre-bursting X(G) interval," we are referring to low
values of X(G) for which no bursts occur and the mem-
brane voltage remains at resting potential in the simula-
tion. This is analogous to the resting cell state, during
which glucose concentration is low. We will discuss how
our results compare with experimental results, illustrating
how the methods reported here can help evaluate a mathe-
matical model for the d-cell. Then, we will discuss the role
of the ATP-inactivated K+ channel and the Ca2+-activated
K+ channel as related to our model.
Each of the three cases predicted different shaped curves
for [Ca2+]i versus glucose concentration (compare Figs. 3,
7, and 11). For Cases II and III, we calculated a net
increase in [Ca2] j. By contrast, Case I gave a net decrease
[Ca2+]i until the onset of continuous spiking. In large part,
that decrease resulted from the relatively high [Ca2+]i tail
calculated for the pre-bursting X(G) interval. Insulin
secretion, which occurs only during active electrical activi-
ty, should be accompanied by a net increase in [Ca2+]1. The
high [Ca2+]i tail for the pre-bursting domain in Case I is
thus not supported by experimental findings. That this
problem does not occur in Case II, which contains the
ATP-inactivated K+ channel, may show the importance of
IK,ATP in the pre-bursting domain (i.e., in the resting cell). It
should be possible to test these computed predictions using
Quin2 experiments such as were performed by Rorsman et
al. (34). However, care must be taken to distinguish
between phase 1 (transient) and phase 2 (the limit cycle, or
steady-state phase) of the biphasic response.
The curves for mean spike frequency versus glucose
concentration, produced by each of the three cases, closely
resemble the experimental results of Scott et al. (36). The
typical curve was concave-down, started at zero spikes per
second at the threshold glucose concentration, increased up
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to the point where continuous spiking occurred, and then
decreased slightly (compare Figs. 2, 6, and 10).
The curves presented here for %RAD versus glucose
concentration differ in their detail from the curve obtained
experimentally by Meissner and Preissler (29). The curve
they reported is sigmoidal, gradually rising from 0% to an
inflexion point near 50% and levelling off at 100%. The
curves presented here differ in two ways. First, the ones
from Cases I and II rise abruptly from 0% in a concave-
down fashion. Secondly, the curves of all three cases lack a
well defined inflexion point, and they jump brusquely from
near 50% to 100% in the neighborhood of onset of continu-
ous spiking.
Three explanations may be offered for the apparent
discrepancies. First, and most significantly, Meissner and
Preissler included both phases of the biphasic response in
their calculation of%RAD (referred to by them as "% time
at plateau level") (29), whereas our Case I and II simula-
tions are concerned only with the limit cycle. In Case III
here, we see that the pH effect leads to a gradual,
concave-up increase in %RAD from zero. As will be
discussed later, it is possible that the pH effect plays a
prominent role in the first phase of the biphasic response.
An averaging of the Case III curve with the %RAD curve
from either of the other two cases ought to produce a result
closer to that reported experimentally. Second, the data
points that Meissner and Preissler used were means of
several different cells, presumably from different islets.
But electrical response to glucose (such as in the precise
duration of limit cycle bursts for a given glucose concentra-
tion) varies from islet to islet in the same preparation (4).
If all the data points had reflected burst duration of a
single cell, it is possible that the curve Meissner and
Preissler obtained might have more closely resembled the
curve for %RAD that we obtained for simulations of a
single cell. Finally, the Meissner and Preissler plot contains
relatively few data points, allowing some leeway in inter-
preting the exact shape of the curve.
Total K+ efflux as a function of X(G) showed a
somewhat sigmoidal relationship for all three cases. How-
ever, there were differences. Most significantly, at low
X(G) below the threshold for burst activity, Case II (IK,ATP
present) gave a negative slope tail that began at -1.8
pmol/s per cm2 and dropped down to -0.9 pmol/s per cm2
before the curve began to increase again (see Fig. 8). No
such decrease was seen in the curves for either Case I or
Case III, although a slight decrease was seen in Case I
from 1.0 to 0.9 pmol/s per cm2 (see Figs. 4 and 12).
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Henquin (20, 22) using 42K' and 86Rb' as tracers,
studied K+ efflux from perfused rat pancreatic islets as a
function of glucose concentration. Instead of getting the
roughly sigmoidal relationship computed here, he got a
curve that closely resembles the curve for the IKATP efflux
simulated here. That our results for Case II predict greater
total K+ flux during large X(G) (continuous spiking) than
small X(G) (no spiking) may reflect an inadequacy of our
equation for Ih at low (negative) membrane potentials
(more later). Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that
Case II alone produced a concave-down tail for the pre-
bursting X(G) interval (compare Figs. 4, 8, and 12), so
that, out of the three cases, Case II most closely
approached the experimental K+ flux curve. This may
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indicate that IK,Tp is an important component of the total
K+ flux for the pre-bursting domain.
We noted in Case II that for large gKATP (> 100 pS)
the resting membrane was hyperpolarized to -80 mV or
lower. Under these conditions, the only ionic currents of
significance were IK,TP and the leak current. We found
that the leak current was not great enough to maintain the
resting potential at -70 mV. Thus, our leak current may
be too simple and not applicable all the way down to - 70
mV. Satin and Cook (35) reported A-cell leak conduc-
tances ranging from 83 pS to 1,000 pS during voltage
clamps to potentials negative of a - 50 mV holding poten-
tial. When we used a leak current conductance of 100 pS
and large gK,Tp (>1,000 pS), a large net K+ flux was
observed of the sort that should corroborate the Henquin
42K+ tracer experiments mentioned earlier. We suggest
that components of the leak current may require inward
rectification and/or some glucose dependence to maintain
the experimentally observed resting potential in low glu-
cose.
Adjusting the leak conductance to 100 pS in Cases I and
III cannot produce a K+ efflux curve like Henquin's unless
[Ca2+]i is very high for pre-bursting X(G) intervals,
because K+ flux is completely due to IK,V + IK,C in Cases I
and III.
The Case III simulations may provide some insight into
the basis of the biphasic response of :-cells to glucose
elevation. As previously mentioned, experiments by Rors-
man et al. (34) and by Herchuelz and Malaisse (24) show
that sequestration of intracellular Ca2" is active during the
transient phase. Studies in other systems indicate that
mitochondria take up Ca2+ via an H+-Ca2+ exchange
(28). This raises the possibility that the observed seques-
tration of intracellular Ca2' in ,8-cells may be due to an
uptake of Ca2` by the mitochondria, and that this uptake
of Ca2' is accompanied by a release of protons. As
previously indicated, Cook et al. (15) reported that low pH
inhibits the Ca2'-activated K+ channel in the (3-cells of
neonatal rats. If enough protons are released during the
proposed H+-Ca2+ exchange to overcome the buffering
power of the cytosol, then the initial drop in [Ca2+]i in
response to glucose stimulation reported by Rorsman et al.
(34) and by Herchuelz and Malaisse (24) might be
accompanied by a transient drop in cytoplasmic pH,
which, in turn, could lead to inhibition of the IK,C, current.
It has yet to be established that the mitochondria acidify
the cytosol temporarily in response to glucose.
Nevertheless, it might be hypothesized that, upon eleva-
tion of glucose to threshold levels, the mitochondria acidify
the cytosol during oxidative phosphorylation and Ca2"
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uptake, that the cell gradually restores the cytosolic pH to
resting levels via Na+-H+ exchangers in the plasma
membrane, and that the transient drop in pH inhibits the
Ca2"-activated K+ channels temporarily. This transient
inhibition would lead to the long first phase of electrical
activity, and, as pH returned to normal, the Ca2'-activated
K+ channels would be reactivated, resulting in repolariza-
tion. Further modulation of these channels would be
controlled chiefly by fluctuations in [Ca2"]j during the
second phase of electrical activity. Thus, it is proposed that
the biphasic electrical activity seen in fl-cells results from
the temporary inactivation of the Ca"2-activated K+ chan-
nels during a transient initial drop in cytosolic pH pro-
duced during Ca2`-HI exchange at the mitochondria (9).
Experiments to elucidate the cytoplasmic pH time
course during glucose stimulation indicate that pH rises
after several minutes in high glucose perfusion media (27).
However, the design of these experiments prevents deter-
mination of pH during the first 7 min after introduction of
the high glucose media. Consequently, these experiments
do not measure pH during the first phase of the biphasic
response and therefore do not contradict our hypothesis.
Pace (31) showed that when the cytosolic pH was
decreased in the presence of subthreshold glucose levels,
electrical activity could be induced. In suprathreshold
glucose levels, continuous spiking or a biphasic response
could be induced when the intracellular pH was lowered by
various techniques.
Atwater et al. (3, 4) suggested that glucose may meta-
bolically lower the affinity for Ca2' at the proposed
Ca2'-activated K+ channel, and that this along with
[Ca2+]i might enable that channel to control both the
resting potential and bursting phenomenon in f-cells. If
this interpretation were entirely correct, then the role of
ATP-inactivated K+ channel would also be served by the
Ca2+-activated K+ channel. Indeed, one could argue that
the Atwater hypothesis is supported by the findings of
Rorsman et al. (34) and of Herchuelz and Malaisse (24)
that glucose stimulation may lead initially to a transient
drop in [Ca2,]i before the onset of Ca2, influx through
voltage-gated channels. In low glucose concentrations, the
Ca2+-activated K+ channel could be activated by relatively
low concentrations of intracellular free calcium. Then, two
things could happen. First, a brief initial drop in [Ca2,]i
due to sequestration could shut down this channel. Then, a
rise in some glucose metabolite could lower the channel's
affinity for Ca2 , so that a much higher concentration is
needed to reactivate it sufficiently to repolarize the plasma
membrane. Under these latter conditions, the channel
would trigger the silent phases between bursts. However,
evidence that a distinct and separate ATP-inactivated K+
channel coexists with the Ca2+-activated voltage-gated K+
channel supplies us with a simpler alternative model, in
which the ATP-inactivated K+ channel determines the
resting potential and the Ca2+-activated K+ channel domi-
nates the silent phase.
Cook and Hales (14) reported that 100 ,M quinine
inhibits the ATP-inhibited K+ channel. Findlay et. al. (19)
corroborated this finding and also reported that 2 mM
tetraethylammonium (TEA) selectively inhibits the Ca2+-
activated voltage-gated K+ channel. Studies by Henquin
with TEA (22) and by Atwater et al. (5) with TEA and
quinine thus lend themselves easily to interpretations
involving the ATP-inactivated K+ channel. Henquin
reported that, in the presence of 6 mM glucose, 20 mM
TEA reduced 86Rb+ efflux, depolarized f-cell membranes,
led to insulin release, and prevented repolarization. How-
ever, in 0 or 3 mM glucose, TEA could not reduce 86Rb+
efflux enough to depolarize the cells to the threshold for
electrical activity, and no insulin release occurred. This
suggests that TEA alone cannot inactivate the potassium
channel which dominates the resting potential.
Although Atwater et al. (5) said that resting potential
was unaffected by TEA, they indicated that TEA reduced
the threshold glucose concentration necessary to elicit
electrical activity, and they found, much like Henquin, that
TEA could not elicit electrical activity in the absence of
glucose. Quinine (100 ,uM), which they regarded as a
blocker of the Ca2+-activated K+ channel, could induce
electrical activity in the absence of glucose (3). An alterna-
tive interpretation to the one favored by the Atwater group
is that quinine inhibits the ATP-inactivated K+ channel,
leading to electrical activity. This is consistent with the
clamp patch experiments of Findlay et al. (19).
The Atwater group introduced mitochondrial uncou-
plers and inhibitors into the medium of perfused mouse
f-cells to liberate calcium from the mitochondria and
activate the Ca2+-sensitive K+ channel (3). The uncouplers
2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP), m-chlorophenylhydrazone
(CCCP), p-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (FCCP),
and the inhibitors potassium cyanide (KCN) and sodium
azide (NaN3) were tried. In 1 1.1 mM glucose Krebs, each
of these induced hyperpolarization (and zero electrical
activity). The effect was reversible, and removal of the
inhibitor or uncoupler led to bursts of electrical activity
following a biphasic pattern much like what is seen when
glucose is added to a glucose-deprived medium. When
quinine was added to the perfusate, it partially or com-
pletely inhibited the effect of the mitochondrial inhibitors
and uncouplers. The explanation they offered for this
behavior was that the release of Ca2+ from the mitochon-
dria, induced by the uncoupler or inhibitor, elevated
[Ca2+]i and thereby activated the Ca2+-activated K+ chan-
nel sufficiently to polarize the plasma membrane below
threshold levels. Quinine inhibited this effect by blocking
this K+ channel (3).
Cook and Hales (14) offered an alternative explanation.
They contended that the drop in intracellular ATP caused
by the mitochondrial uncouplers or inhibitors led to activa-
tion of the ATP-inactivated K+ channel, which, in turn,
polarized the cell (as previously mentioned, they also
reported that quinine causes inhibition of the ATP-
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inactivated K+ channel [14]). It is likely that both the
Atwater et al. and the Cook-Hales mechanisms were at
work. However, consistent with the view of this paper that
the ATP-inactivated K+ channel dominates the resting
potential while the Ca2"-activated K+ channel dominates
the silent phase between bursts, the Cook-Hales mecha-
nism is probably most significant.
In summary, the simulations reported here predict
curves for [Ca2+]i and K+ fluxes as an indirect function of
glucose concentration for three separate hypotheses that
attempt to explain the glucose regulation of electrical
activity. The first hypothesis, first put forward by the
Atwater group, proposes that Ca2+-activated K+ channels
are responsible for both resting potential and the silent
phase during limit cycle bursting, and that the glucose
dependency of the bursting activity is attributable to
glucose modulation of the Ca2+ sequestration and efflux
processes. The second hypothesis holds that the ATP-
inactivated K+ channels dominate the resting potential,
while the Ca2+-activated K+ channels are the main con-
tributor to the silent phase during bursting. The third
hypothesis, which is probably most relevant for the first
phase of the characteristic biphasic response, holds that the
Ca2'-activated K+ channels are inhibited during a tran-
sient drop in pH, leading to an abnormally long burst of
spike activity. Although the present model presents the
Cat-sensitive and voltage-gated component as the sum of
two distinct currents, IK,C and IK,V, preliminary indications
are that qualitatively similar results are obtained when
these two currents are combined into one current whose
conductance is both Ca2+-activated and voltage-gated
(1 1). Our model therefore makes reasonable allowance for
presently available experimental evidence. The plots of
[Ca2+]i and K+ fluxes can be investigated experimentally
to determine to what extent each of these hypotheses may
contribute to the actual prevailing mechanisms for regula-
tion of electrical activity and insulin release. The second
two hypotheses appear to be favored by available experi-
mental evidence. As more information becomes available
on the properties of the ATP-inactivated K+ channel and
the leak current, this sort of numerical analysis can be
conducted again to help evaluate the viability of particular
hypotheses on the electrophysiology of pancreatic ,8-cells.
APPENDIX A
Explanation of Equations Used
in the Model
[Ca2+]J is a dynamic variable given by Eq. Al.
, d[Ca2-] 3Ica,v k [Ca2+]
dt -47rr3F -k[Ca ~ i. (Al)
In Eq. Al, kc, is a rate constant to account for Ca2+ efflux and
sequestration from the cytosol by various energy-requiring sequestration
processes. A simple rate expression (i.e., kcA[Ca2"]j) is used for the efflux
term in place of a Michaelis-Menton equation or Hill equation because
simulations using these equations yield essentially the same results (11),
as reported here. Moreover, since use of the Michaelis-Menton or Hill
equation makes use of additional parameters (i.e., the Hill coefficient and
the binding constant), we find no advantage to using either one. In Eq.
Al,f is related to the fraction of free Ca2" ions, and IC, is the current
through the voltage-gated Ca2l channel and is given by Eq. A2:
ICa,V = gcam3 Vca- V). (A2)
Here, Vc. is the reversal potential for Ca2", gc, is the maximum
conductance, and m_ and h_, are the steady-state Hodgkin-Huxley
activation and inactivation variables. mi, and h,, are described by Eq. A3,
where y is either mi,, or h,,.
a,,
Xay + dy
(A3)
The equations for the respective voltage-sensitive kinetics constants, ay
and fly, have the same forms as the original Hodgkin-Huxley equations
(26), but the voltage axis has been shifted by 50 mV. These kinetics
equations are given in Table Al.
The current, I'ATP. through the ATP-inactivated K+ channel, is
described by Eq. A4:
(A4)IKATP = gK,ATP(VK -)q
where gK.ATP iS the conductance through the ATP-inactivated K+ channel.
It is assumed that gK.ATP decreases as glucose concentration increases.
Since the precise mathematical and mechanistic relationship between
glucose concentration and gKATP is not presently known (1) we have taken
the ATP-inactivated K+ channel conductance to be time independent.
There are two other potassium currents: A Ca2"-dependent current
(IK,C.) and a voltage-dependent current (IK,). The voltage-gated compo-
nent is given by Eq. AS. It has the same general form as the Hodgkin-
Huxley equation (26):
IK,V = gK,vn(VK - V), (AS)
where VK is the reversal potential for K+, and V is the membrane
potential. 9KV is the conductance through the channel when it is fully
activated, and n is the probability ofopening the channel. The exponent, 2,
is a positive integer chosen empirically for the best fit with experimental
data, when available. In the absence of experimental data, we arbitrarily
chose a value of 3 for R. The variable, n, has kinetics that are defined by
Eq. A6:
dn X[n ,,-n]
dt Tn
(A6)
where A is a proportionality constant, n_, is n at the steady state, and r, is a
relaxation time constant. The voltage dependencies of n,, and Ti, are based
on the original Hodkin-Huxley equations (26). Thus, n,, is described by
Eq. A7, and -ri is described by Eq. A8:
(A7)n- = anTn
=
ain + Oin
TABLE AI
RATE EQUATIONS FOR VOLTAGE-GATED
CALCIUM CURRENT
am- 0.1 (-V- 25)/Iexp [(-V- 25)/1O0] - 1
#Bm - 4.0 exp [(- V - 50)/18]
ah - 0.07 exp [(- V - 50)/20]
h 1/{exp [(-V- 20)/10] + 1i
(A8)
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TABLE AII
RATE EQUATIONS FOR VOLTAGE-GATED
POTASSIUM CURRENT
a- 0.01 (-V- 20)/{exp [(-V- 20)/10] - 1i
-,- 0.125 exp [(- V - 30)/80]
The constants, a. and ,,, are voltage-sensitive rate constants for, respec-
tively, the opening and closing of the "n" Hodgkin-Huxley gate in the
voltage-gated K+ channel. They have the same forms as the original
Hodgkin-Huxley equations (26), but the voltage axis has been shifted by
3Q mV. The equations for these rate constants are given in Table AII.
The Ca2"-activated component, IK c, is described by Eq. A9:
[Ca2+]i/Kdi
IK,C = gK.Ca I + [Ca2+]iK (VK - V). (A9)
Here, [Ca2+]i is the intracellular calcium concentration, Kdi, is the
apparent dissociation constant of Ca2+ ions from the Ca2+-activated
voltage-gated K+ channel, and gKCa is the maximum conductance
through this channel during Ca2+ saturation.
A more accurate mathematical model would combine IKca and IK,V into
one current whose conductance is a function of both [Ca2J]i and
membrane potential, in agreement with experimental evidence that a
large-conductance voltage-gated K+ current is also Ca2+-activated
(15, 17, 18). Such a model would be expected to produce results similar to
our own for the total K+ efflux. This is because the total flux is the sum of
the fluxes for IKv and IKC.. and IKCa is small compared with IKV in our
computations. Our large-conductance voltage-gated K+ current behaves
like the ,B-cell voltage-gated Ca2+-activated K+ current would during
relatively positive potentials. When we modified our model equations (10)
by replacing IK.Ca and IK, with one current whose conductance was both
Ca2+-activated and voltage-gated (more in agreement with experimental
evidence), the mean [Ca2+Ji and mean K+ flux analysis described here
yielded qualitatively the same results (not shown) for Case I; namely, a
net decrease in [Ca2,]J occurred with respect to increasing X(G), and the
total K+ flux curve did not have a concave-down tail for the pre-bursting
domain. Preliminary simulations of Case II using the modified model just
mentioned also yielded a similarly shaped curve as in Fig. 8.
The leak current, 41, is included to account for leakage of Na+ and
other ions across the plasma membrane (11). It is given by Eq. AIO,
where gQ is the leak conductance and VQ is the apparent reversal potential
of leaking ions:
It = g( VQ - V). (A10)
Finally, the time derivative of the membrane potential V, is given by
Eq. Al 1, where Cm is the membrane capacitance:
47r2 Cm dt = ICa.v + IK,V + IK,Ca + IK,ATP + It (A ll)
In the above equations, the reversal potentials for Ca2+ and K+ are given,
respectively, by Eqs. A12 and A13, where [Ca2+]i is external Ca2+
concentration, [K+]. is external K+ concentration, [K+]i is intracellular
K+ concentration, R is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, and F
is the Faraday constant:
VCa = In [[Ca _ 13.41n [C 2+]0 (A12)2F [Ca[+Ii [Ca 1]
RT [K+]o __K__V.,=-lIn 0_- 26.71In __-. (A13)
APPENDIX B
Constants for #-Cell Equations
-c. 7.0 nS
gK-vv2.0 nS
gK.ca - 60 pS
gKATP- 0.0 (or variable in Case II)
g- 28 pS
V - 40 mV
[Ca2l]. - 2.0 mM
[K+]0 - 5.0 mM
[K+]i = 130.0 mM
f - 0.002
Kdi, - 2.0MtM (or variable in Case III)
kc, - 0.045 ms-' (or variable in Case I)
r- 6.0gm
A - 1/0.003
Cm. - 1 F/cm2
T- 310K
F = 96487 C/mol
R - 8.314 J/mol perK
Q- 3
The choice of our parameters was discussed in Chay and Keizer (12).
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